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Abstract The appearance of a static scene as sensed by a
camera changes considerably as a result of changes in the
illumination that falls upon it. Scene appearance modeling
is thus necessary for understanding which changes in the
appearance of a scene are the result of illumination changes.
For any camera, the appearance of the scene is a function of
the illumination sources in the scene, the three-dimensional
configuration of the objects in the scene and the reflectance
properties of all the surfaces in the scene. A scene appear-
ance model is described here as a function of the behavior
of static illumination sources, within or beyond the scene,
and arbitrary three-dimensional configurations of patches
and their reflectance distributions. Based on the suggested
model, a spatial prediction technique was developed to pre-
dict the appearance of the scene, given a few measurements
within it. The scene appearance model and the prediction
technique were developed analytically and tested empiri-
cally. Two potential applications are briefly explored.
Keywords Scene appearance modeling · Prediction ·
Estimation
1 Introduction
There are infinite number of potential images of any static
scene as sensed by a static camera. One of the main sources
of variations in the appearance of a scene comprises changes
in illumination. Changes in illumination are common, rapid,
and have a significant influence on the appearance of the
scene. The ability to model the appearance of a scene is essen-
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tial for various analysis problems, for example, the ability to
understand whether two different images are in fact images
of the same scene but with different illumination and the
ability to detect changes in the content of a scene in the pres-
ence of changes in illumination. The construction of a reli-
able scene appearance model in the presence of illumination
changes and the ability to project a given image into the scene
appearance model are essential steps in many image analysis
systems (Fig. 1). Appearance modeling under different illu-
minations for object recognition and analysis was studied in
[1–6], to name but a few references. In other studies, scene
appearance models were based on a priori knowledge of the
content of the scene. This a priori knowledge can be: the
three-dimensional structure of the observed object [5], the
reflectance properties of the observed surface and the type
of illumination in shape from shading [7] and photometric
stereo [8]. The use of scene appearance model for separation
of foreground objects from background has been investigated
in number of studies, including, [9–14]. The main application
of background subtraction is object detection. Linear models
for scene appearance modeling globally and locally may be
found at [2,4,5,10,15,20–22].
The key challenge in scene appearance modeling is that it
seems that there are too many degrees of freedom and that all
of them have crucial influence on the appearance of the scene.
For example, a scene containing only a white Lambertian flat
surface can create any image simply by using a complex con-
figuration of light sources (a projector). The reflectance prop-
erties of the materials in the room, the three-dimensional con-
figuration of the materials and the inter-reflections between
the different surfaces (the scene content) all have a crucial
influence on the appearance of the scene. Modeling a com-
plex system such as this with the hope of finding a model that
is both realistic and comfortable to analyze seems almost
hopeless. The models developed in the works mentioned
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Fig. 1 Scene showing some of the light pathways that can influence
the measurements of a single pixel
above, therefore, take various implicit or explicit simplifying
assumptions in order to develop a well-behaved model. One
of the main aims of this work is to describe a scene appear-
ance model with only a few realistic assumptions and a clear
understanding of the anticipated behavior of the model.
The physics of how an image is created (the synthesis
problem) is well understood and extensively used in com-
puter graphics, but the process is very complex and clearly
inverting the process would be very complex if not impossi-
ble. In image analysis, we set out to infer something about
the content of the image and therefore if we know everything
about scene content, we do not need to collect the image
at all. Therefore, when scene modeling is required, various
extreme assumptions are taken such as: that all the surfaces
are Lambertian, or that there is a single light source and it is
far away from the scene.
When scene appearance is required for image analysis
in realistic settings, various practical assumptions are taken.
These assumptions are based on vast empirical observations
and are applicable in many situations. The model used in
practice is a model in which the scene appearance can be well
approximated as a linear combination of basis functions. In
this work, I show the conditions in which such an assumption
is exact. According to these conditions: the surfaces can be
in any configuration, the reflectance can be Lambertian or
not (arbitrary BRDF) and the light sources anywhere within
or outside the scene. I show that the presence of arbitrary
number of inter-reflections leaves the model linear.
The aim of this work is thus to suggest a scene appear-
ance model for arbitrary scenes that have a finite number of
varying static light sources. We analyze the physics of which
images would be created in such scenarios, show that the
linear model is exact, and explain the limitations of such a
model. In addition, we show that the models used previously
based on empirical observations coincide with our theoretical
results. By elucidating the physical mechanisms behind the
assumptions, we suggest a new method to construct a scene
appearance model. The suggested method is based on spatial
prediction.
To apply the above-described technique in practice various
engineering assumptions must be made. I therefore explain
how to construct a redundant scene prediction model to over-
come various model mismatch difficulties. In [19] a scheme
based on robust principal component analysis (RPCA) is
suggested to cope with similar difficulties. The suggested
model is developed analytically and tested empirically in var-
ious settings successfully. I suggest an analytically attractive
model for scene appearance without the need for explicit
knowledge of scene content. These advantages enable the
construction of a realistic and mathematically tractable scene
appearance model in vast settings with clear physical under-
standing of the model behavior that can be used to predict
accurately and rapidly the appearance of a scene despite large
variations in the illumination and various disturbances.
2 Problem statement and basic empirical observations
Each image of a scene can be considerably different from
other images of it, even over short intervals of time. Fast vari-
ations in scene appearance are common, usually as a result of
fast varying light sources, for example, when the main light
source in a room is a TV set or a window on a partly cloudy
day. Note that such changes in the appearance of a scene are
location dependent and are therefore more complicated than
histogram changes of the observed image. Variations in pixel
measurements are a complex function of variations in illumi-
nation, the three-dimensional structure of the room, the type
of objects in the room, the physical properties of the imaged
patch, and the relative orientations of the patch and the cam-
era. It is a very complex and challenging task to explicitly
model this relationship.
In principle, however, it is possible to predict the exact
appearance of the scene from an arbitrary camera by finding
a function of the power, spectra, and locations of the illumina-
tion sources and the configuration of the objects in the room.
In most circumstances, however, such an approach will not
lead to a technique that can be used for image analysis. Based
on the computational implications of these types of physical
interactions, in this work we present an empirical method to
approximate this function based solely on observed images
of the scene, with no additional information on scene content
being required.
The basic idea of this work is to build a predictor for the
measurements of each pixel in the scene. The predictor is
based on observations of other pixels in the scene. Each pre-
dictor is constructed by exploiting the correlations between
measurements of the observed pixel and measurements of
other pixels in the scene. The correlations are calculated
empirically, and are therefore not based on any assumptions
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Fig. 2 Measurements of a single pixel as a function of time
about the type of the illumination sources, or potential loca-
tions, or the type of material (Lambertian or not) in front of
the camera. There are three main contributions of this work
to the state of the art:
1. A definition of a static illumination source; this enables
an elegant analysis of scene appearance.
2. A theoretical explanation for the linear dependency
observed in the vast amount of research on arbitrary
scenes with arbitrary BRDFs (Lambertian or not) and
arbitrary distributions and amounts of light sources.
3. Construction of a prediction scheme for scene appear-
ance, based on the theoretical analysis. We present two
applications based on this prediction scheme: (1) fore-
ground background separation in full resolution, (2) video
compression of static cameras.
In general scenes, the measurements of single pixels can-
not be modeled without explicit knowledge of the entire con-
tent of the scene. Assumptions about continuity or constancy
of pixel measurements are taken in many foreground back-
ground separation algorithms, and such assumptions hold if
there are no considerable changes both in illumination and in
the scene. An example of pixel measurements in a scene with
a single window is shown in Fig. 2. At the level of this sin-
gle pixel, the changes and the rate of changes are absolutely
arbitrary and cannot be predicted on the basis of past mea-
surements.
Measurements from two adjacent pixels are similarly
influenced by illumination changes; therefore, under condi-
tions of changing illumination, we expect two adjacent pixels
to exhibit similar behavior. Figure 3 shows samples of mea-
surements of two adjacent pixels in the scene depicted in
Fig. 2. The (x, y) coordinates of each point correspond to the
measurements from the two pixels at the same instances of
time.
Fig. 3 Simultaneous measurements of two adjacent pixels
The relation between the measurements of adjacent pixels
in arbitrary environments is explained by the fact that in most
circumstances, two adjacent pixels are similarly influenced
by changes in the illumination. This dependency between
adjacent pixels is therefore almost independent of the type
of illumination in the room. The empirical observation that
the small regions around each pixel behave approximately
linearly is used extensively.
If there is only a single stationary light source in the room,
a similar dependency between the measurements of differ-
ent pixels is discovered. Under such circumstances, however,
this dependency is found to be independent of the proximity
of the two pixels, namely, the measurements of any two pixels
situated either close to or far from each other in the scene
are approximately linearly dependent. Therefore, using mea-
surements from a single pixel, the appearance of the whole
scene can be recovered. This is the basic empirical observa-
tion that we use to develop the approach presented here.
Note that in the presence of more than one illumination
source, this relation needs to be redefined as it no longer holds
true. Section 3 defines static light sources, Sect. 4 explain the
physical basis for the linear dependency between the mea-
surements and Sect. 5 explains how this dependency can be
exploited to predict the appearance of the whole scene based
on the measurements of as many pixels as the number of
independent light sources. Finally, Sect. 6 explores the appli-
cation of the suggested techniques to various scene models
used in other circumstances and other assumptions.
3 Static light sources: a definition
Light variations have, in general, unlimited degrees of free-
dom, defined by their location orientation, spectrum, and
spatial distribution. By carefully choosing the lighting in an
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arbitrary scene, we can create almost any visual appearance
for any specific camera. The richness of light variations is
familiar to all of us, for example, in watching movies pro-
jected on white walls. However, real world light variations
usually do not have such large numbers of degrees of free-
dom; indeed, otherwise, we would not be able to infer any-
thing about the world itself. We therefore assume that the
light variations in most real-world environments are limited.
Another assumption about light variations that can be
taken is that they are global, and as such, they influence all
the pixels in the scene similarly or in a way that can be mod-
eled a priori to any observation. Such assumptions are used
in the various global gain alignment models. However, the
wide variety of spatial behaviors associated with the various
light sources limits the extent to which such assumptions can
be made. The richness of the spatial behavior of light sources
as a result of the three-dimensional structure of the scene is
shown, for example, by the research on shape from shadow.
In shape form shadow, changes in the irradiance (and there-
fore the light emitted from the surfaces) across the scene are
the sole result of the three-dimensional structure of the scene,
assuming uniform material and albedo, no inter-reflections
and a single well-modeled light source. We therefore do not
make any assumptions about the spatial distribution of the
light source.
A third assumption that can be made is that light variations
in real-world environments typically change slowly across
the scene, independently of the exact light in that scene. Such
assumptions lead directly to various local models. However,
there are light sources that do not vary gradually, and sharp
orientation changes in a scene may cause fast light variations
even if the source is changing slowly. We therefore do not
assume spatially continuous illumination impact.
The assumption that we do make on light sources in this
work is that the set of light variations encountered in practice
can be well approximated by a finite number of static light
sources that change only in terms of source power. We do not
assume that the exact light conditions of the observed scene
are known a priori to experimentation, and therefore we are
not limited to some modeled global variations or to slowly
varying light conditions.
Definition 1 A static light source is a light source that emits
photons from a specific location in space (x, y, z) (Fig. 4),
and with a fixed spatial distribution S(φ, θ) for each wave-
length, where (φ, θ) are the spherical coordinates centered on
the source, such that power changes in the light source influ-
ence only the amplitude of the spatial distribution AS(φ, θ)
, where A is a function of the source power. [We assume
that A is approximately constant for all (φ, θ) at the wave-
lengths influencing our sensor.] For simplicity of notation,
we will use the following notation ω = (φ, θ); therefore,
S(ω) Δ= S(φ, θ).
Fig. 4 The spatial distribution of a static light source
In this work, we assume that the observed scene is illumi-
nated by a finite (yet unknown) number of static light sources.
The aim of the next section is to construct an image appear-
ance model based on such an assumption. As the number of
active light sources in most scenes is very limited (windows,
doors, lamps, etc.), this assumption is accurate in many real-
istic situations and can be regarded as a good approximation
in most others.
4 Physical analysis of scene appearance in the presence
of a finite number of static light sources
Given a scene illuminated by a finite number of static light
sources, the space of images created by this scene is bounded
by a finite dimensional linear subspace with the same dimen-
sion as the number of independent illumination sources. In
this section, we prove that this statement is accurate and is
independent of the material properties of the various objects
in the scene, their three-dimensional configuration, the loca-
tions and orientations of the light sources and their power
spatial distribution as well as the camera location and ori-
entation. This claim is explained theoretically in this section
and verified empirically in the empirical experiments section.
The reflection properties of an arbitrary material can be
modeled by the BRDF [8] (Fig. 5), this scalar function
f (ωi , ωo) of two directions describes the percentage of light
emitted in a certain direction ωo (two parameters) given the
amount of light incident on the surface from another partic-
ular direction ωi .
To determine to know the amount of light incident on
the camera pixel I (ωm) from a certain direction ωm with
orientation relative to the patch normal ωS0 (Fig. 6), we must
know the amount of light incident on the observed surface, the
irradiance R0(ωi ) , from all directions and the patch BRDF
f0(ωi , ωo); we then integrate over the half sphere:
I (ωm) =
∫
R0(ωi ) f0(ωi , ωS0)dωi (1)
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Fig. 5 The BRDF
Fig. 6 Direct illumination and coupled illumination
Assume first that there is only one static light source on
the scene A0S0(ω) (A0 is some scalar) and only a single
patch and nothing else, with the patch being in some direction
relative to the source ωI 0. The orientation of the patch relative
to the light source normal is ωP0 and the orientation of the
light sources relative to the surface normal to is ωI 0. The
direction of the camera relative to the surface normal is ωS0.
As the camera location and orientation are arbitrary and as
each camera pixel measures the amount of light emitted from
a certain direction, the quantity we are required to analyze
is the amount of light emitted from the patch in an arbitrary
direction. Therefore, in this case, the amount of light emitted
from the patch to the camera pixel is linear in the scalar A0:
I (ωm) = A0S0(ωP0) f0(ωI 0, ωS0) (2)
Claim 1 The light emitted from a patch in a scene containing
a single static light source with arbitrary light distribution
and a single patch with arbitrary BRDF creates a measure-
ment that is linearly dependent on the power of the light
source.
Assume next that there is some additional source A1S1(ω)
in the scene in another location and another spatial distribu-
tion. Then, keeping the same notation the light incident on the
camera pixel is linear in A0 and A1 and the other quantities
in the equation are constants:
I (ωm)= A0S0(ωP0) f0(ωI 0, ωS0)+A1S1(ωP1) f1(ωI 1, ωS1)
(3)
From here we can conclude:
Claim 2 The light emitted from a patch in a scene containing
N static light sources with arbitrary light distributions and a
single patch with arbitrary BRD creates a measurement that
is linearly dependent on the N powers of the light sources.
Note that if the two light sources are coupled, A1 = αA0,
we find that I (ωm) is linear in A0 alone. Assume next that
there are many light sources with all their powers coupled
such that we can consider the overall power as one parameter.
In this case, too, we find that I (ωm) can be considered as a
linear function of A0 alone.
Claim 3 The light emitted from a patch in a scene contain-
ing N coupled static light sources with arbitrary light dis-
tributions and a single patch with arbitrary BRDF creates a
measurement that is linearly dependent on the power of the
coupled light sources (a single parameter).
Assume next that there is an additional object in the
scene so that the light from the source first hit its surface
in some direction and only then hits the object observed by
the pixel I (ωm) , based on the light emitted from this patch
I (ωm) = A0S0(ωP0) f0(ωI 0, ωS0). We can consider this sec-
ond patch as a static light source, itself coupled with the first
light source; therefore, the light measured by the pixel in
direction ωm is linear in A0.
Claim 4 The light emitted from a patch in a scene containing
a single static light source with arbitrary light distributions
and a single patch with arbitrary BRDF can be considered
as a static light source coupled with the original light source.
A scene is composed of many such patches, and thus as a
result of the previous two claims, we can conclude that the
pixel measurement I (ωm) in a complete scene illuminated
by a single static light source is linear in A0.
Repeating the same calculation for all pixels, we find that
the space of appearances is a one-dimensional linear sub-
space and is linear in A0. Therefore, we arrive at the following
conclusion:
Conclusion 1 The set of images of an arbitrary scene with
arbitrary materials (BRDFs) and arbitrary 3D structure illu-
minated by a single static light source A0S0(ω) is a one-
dimensional linear space in the space of images and it is
linear in A0.
From the basic fact that the image created by two light
sources is the sum of the images created by each light source
separately [5], we find:
Conclusion 2 The set of images of an arbitrary scene with
arbitrary materials (BRDFs) and arbitrary 3D structures illu-
minated by N static light sources is an N-dimensional linear
space in the space of images and it is linear in the powers of
the light sources.
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Note that the inter-reflections occur many times, namely,
after the light is emitted from one patch to another, some of
it will return and be reflected to other patches, and this light
too will make more inter-reflections; however, as all these
inter-reflections are coupled and the conclusions therefore
remain unchanged.
These two conclusions explain why using the assumption
of several static light sources enables a clear analysis of the
scene appearance model in arbitrary scenes. The empirical
validations of these two conclusions appear in the exper-
iments section and as can be seen both theoretically and
empirically the conclusions are independent of the type of
materials in the scene: Lambertian, specular, translucent or
other. Based on the vast body of research using linear mod-
els based on empirical consideration and these conclusions,
we can summarize that using linear models is justifiable in a
wide variety of settings.
5 Multi-dimensional linear predictions-basic model and
predictor
The basic setup is an arbitrary static scene illuminated by
N static light sources with arbitrary spatial distributions
{Sk(ω)}Nk=1 and with powers {Ak}Nk=1. Let A be a column
vector with [A]k = Ak . In this setting, based on conclusion
2, we assume that the measurements of an arbitrary pixel
(neglecting the additive noise) is given by
I (p) = MpA (4)
Mp is a row vector with components that describe the con-
tribution of each light source as a function of the scene con-
tent and the spatial distribution of the illumination source;
the components of Mp are independent of the powers of the
light sources. We assume that the changes in the powers of the
illumination sources are the only changes within the scene.
Therefore, for any specific setup Mp for any pixel is inde-
pendent of changes in the illumination.
The powers of the light sources A are latent variables,
which in most cases cannot be measured or estimated; yet
they are the source of the variability in the observed measure-
ments and of the statistical dependency between the obser-
vations. Given the powers of the light sources A , we assume
that the measurements of any two pixels are statistically inde-
pendent (Fig. 7).
Given the measurements of N pixels in locations {pk}Nk=1,
we want to show that in general the measurement of any
other pixel can be predicted. The measurements of the N
given pixels define N equations with the structure given in
Eq. 4
I (pk) = Mpk A (5)
Fig. 7 Statistical model of the observations
Let
[
I{pk 1}Nk1=1
]
k
= I (pk) be a column vector with compo-
nents I (pk) and let M be a N × N matrix with rows and
[M]k = Mpk . We can summarize the equation above as
I{pk }Nk=1 = MA (6)
We assume that the matrix M is of full rank ( this proves
to be a reasonable assumption empirically, as the measure of
N × N singular matrices is zero). Given M and I{pk }Nk=1 , we
can find A:
A = M−1I{pk }Nk=1 (7)
We know that the measurement of any other pixel I (p)
is given by (4). Therefore, based on (7), we can write the
measurement of I (p) as a linear function of I{pk }Nk=1 :
I (p) = Mp M−1I{pk }Nk=1 (8)
From here we can arrive at the following conclusion:
Conclusion A The measurements of any pixel is a linear
function of any other N pixels (in most cases) in an arbi-
trary scene with arbitrary materials (BRDFs) and arbitrary
3D structures illuminated by N static light sources in the
noise-free case.
In a realistic setting, this equation cannot be used directly
because we have no method to construct either M or Mp; in
addition, we neglected the additive noise and we did not take
the statistical correlation into account. However, based on the
deterministic relation, we can conclude that linear prediction
of I (p) from I{pk }Nk=1 should behave well.
We call the pixels within {pk}Nk=1 control pixels (Fig. 8),
as these pixels control our predictions of the appearance of
the whole scene. To construct a linear predictor of I (p) from
I{pk }Nk=1 , we need to have enough observations of this pair for
various lighting conditions. This information is available in
many systems, and we essentially consider setups in which
such information is available. The quality of the estimator is
determined by:
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Fig. 8 A scene appearance model. The red blue and yellow points are
control pixels used to predict the intensity of the green pixel (color
figure online)
1. The number of observations we have on
(
I (p), I{pk }Tk=1
)
2. The properties of the additive noise
3. The specific choice of pixel locations {pk}Tk=1
4. The amount of pixel measurements used for predictions
T > N
5. The scene content and illumination conditions and their
statistical behavior.
In all the experiments presented here, the linear predictors
were constructed empirically, such predictors can be used by
finding the least squares solution based on
(
I (p), I{pk }Tk=1
)
.
However, such a solution is computationally demanding and
require to store all the observed images of the scene in the
memory. An on-line version can be constructed based on
constructing the optimal linear estimator [16].
The same operation can obviously be repeated for all pixel
locations in the image in order to construct the full image
appearance. Note that in practice if we have a prediction
scheme based on N pixels, we need to have N images such
that their linear combination with coefficients I{pk }Tk=1 con-
stitutes the prediction of the scene appearance. The estima-
tion of these N basis images is the statistical approximation
of I{pk }Tk=1 in all image locations. We call the set of these
N images
{
Bk({pk}Tk=1)
}T
k=1 (the scene appearance model
based on {pk}Tk=1). The scene appearance predictor is the
predictor constructed using this scene appearance model.
Note that if there is only a single static light source in
the scene, the whole image can be predicted using a single
pixel measurement. This explains the potential of using such
techniques for compression of information: all background
pixel information is defined by a single frame and a single
parameter for each frame.
A different choice of control pixels produces a differ-
ent scene appearance model; yet, different scene appearance
models should span approximately the same linear space. The
scene appearance predictors, however, behave differently in
the presence of errors and outliers; for example, some pre-
dictors may completely fail as a result of occlusions. The
accuracy of the predictions as a function of location using
any specific predictor is not uniform, namely, there are pix-
els with smaller and larger errors. The use of more than one
scene appearance predictor creates regions in which one pre-
dictor is statistically better than another scene appearance
predictor. This information can be used to create an overall
better predictor.
6 Relations to other image representation models
The suggested model is tightly related to various empirical
observations used in existing literature. The main contribu-
tions of this work to the field are a physical explanation for
these empirical observations, a clear definition of the domain
of applicability of these observation (arbitrary BRDFs, arbi-
trary illumination), and the prediction model based on the
physical analysis. In this section, we review some results that
are tightly related to the suggested model and examine how
they are related to one of the main observations we suggest
in this work, i.e., the correlations between the measurements
of distant pixels.
Extensive research has been devoted to modeling object
appearances under varying light conditions [1–4]. One of the
main aims of these studies was to achieve a reliable rep-
resentation of the set of images that can be produced by a
single object. Another aim was to estimate properties of the
imaged object based on images of it under different illumi-
nation conditions. Photometric stereo is just one example of
the potential applications that have emerged from the work
on modeling object appearances [8].
One of the lines of research on object appearance under
different lighting conditions led to the understanding that
the set of images that can be produced by a fixed object
can be well approximated as a subset of low-dimensional
vector space [2,3]. A theoretical explanation of this behavior
for convex Lambertian objects with uniform illumination is
given in [5]. Here, we apply the logic derived from this line
of research to model the appearance of complete scenes.
Given that the set of images is bounded approximately
to an N-dimensional vector space, almost all sets of N + 1
pixel measurements are linearly dependent. Therefore, given
N measurements, we can, in principle, predict the (N + 1)th
measurement. It can be easily verified empirically that in
many different scenarios the observed image belongs to a
low-dimensional vector space under varying illumination.
This understanding enables us to build a reliable predictor
of the scene based on observations of its subsets. This obser-
vation can be used directly to estimate the number N of inde-
pendent light sources.
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Fig. 9 Scene under varying
illumination with one light
source
Fig. 10 Measurements from a single pixel (pixel location indicated by ‘x’)
More formally, we assume that the image I (i, j) lies in
some low-dimensional vector space. Therefore, we can write
I (i, j) = ∑Nk=1 αk Bk(i, j) , where Bk(i, j) is the kth basis
image. Let
{
(i p, jp)
}P
p=1 be P coordinates in the domain of
the image and let Ip = I (i p, jp) and Bk p = Bk(i p, jp).
Let IS = [I1, I2, . . . , IP ]T ,αS = [α1, α2, . . . , αP ]T and BS
be a matrix with components BS(k, p) = Bk p, then IS =
BSαS . Therefore, there are at most N linearly independent
components in IS .
Mathematically, the suggested predictor is actually a pro-
jection of the observed image into the subset of potential
scene appearances, as given by the scene appearance model.
We call this projection a predictor as it makes a prediction
about the appearance of the scene in one region of the image
based on information from another region.
The information collected during scene modeling can
be used to determine various properties of the imaged
scene, such as the relative normal orientations, the mater-
ial properties, and the albedo. In the interest of conciseness,
we completely ignore these potential uses of the collected
information.
The work presented here can potentially be interpreted
as a physical and mathematical explanation in a very wide
variety of settings of the concepts developed for generative
object appearance modeling.
Other scene appearance models for specific scenarios
(faces [17] and outdoor scenes [18], for example), which
produce significant different scene appearance models also
exist.
We can construct several different scene appearance
models by considering different sets of control pixels. As
explained here, all the different models approximately define
the same linear subspace of the space of images. Yet, each
scene appearance model uses a different basis. By using sev-
eral scene appearance models and testing for consistency, we
can construct a redundant system of scene predictors that can
overcome various modeling errors such as occlusions. The
scene appearance model suggested here has been shown to
be accurate in various scenarios presented in many different
studies. The suggested prediction scheme is very simple and
computationally effective.
7 Empirical tests
The aim of this section is to validate the assumptions made
in Sect. 4 about scene appearance variation under chang-
ing illumination conditions. We tested the linear dependency
between pixels in the presence of variations in the illumina-
tion from a single source (Fig. 9), in the presented case of a
window (Fig. 10). The prediction errors with linear approxi-
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Fig. 11 Linear dependency between pixel measurements in different
locations
mations and with higher order approximations are presented
below in Figs. 11 and 13. Afterwards, we showed the depen-
dency of the prediction error as a function of pixel choice.
Then, we tested the linear dependency in the case of multiple
varying static light sources. All the experiments were done
exclusively on gray scale images, despite of the fact that the
theory is also correct for each color channel separately.
Note that the conditions under which the model was tested
diverge from the basic assumptions, as the source is not really
static. (The light distribution changes as the open window
changes its shape.) The correctness of the model was veri-
fied under laboratory conditions in additional experiments.
In realistic scenarios, we should consider the model as an
approximation to reality. The aim here was to test the validity
of this model in real scenarios. The results present here were
tested in many different scenes and should be considered as a
representative example of the behavior in different scenarios.
7.1 Linear dependency between pixels in different locations
To test the dependency between pixels in different locations
in the scene in the presence of a single approximately sta-
tic light source ( a partly covered window), we collected a
sequence of 500 images from a video camera, such that all
camera parameters remained unchanged during the experi-
ment. To test the appearance variability as a result of changes
in the illumination, the window was opened and closed sev-
eral times during the data collection. The samples from a
single pixel together with an image of the scene are shown
in Fig. 10. The scene and image are composed of various
materials (Lambertian and others) and the three-dimensional
configuration is arbitrary.
The basic assumption in this work is that under such cir-
cumstances, a single pixel can accurately predict the mea-
surements of all the different pixels in the scene, as all the
pixels measurements are coupled.
Note, that in order to construct the predictor we need to
estimate the equation of a line, the amount of measurements
needed to construct the predictor is therefore very little, we
took many samples in the following examples (500) in order
to show that the theory well approximates the measurements
as encountered in practice.
In Fig. 11, there are six pairs of pixels whose colors match
those in the graph in the same figure. The graph plots the
measurements of the pixels denoted by circles relative to
those denoted by ‘x’. Each point in the graph thus repre-
sents simultaneous measurements from the two pixels, and
the straight line superimposed on each cloud of points is the
linear approximation for the respective plot. Also included is
the mean square error for each pair of pixels. Note that dif-
ferent materials (Lambertian or not) can be used to produce
good predictions of measurements in different regions of the
image.
7.2 Prediction error with linear approximation and with
higher order approximation
There is a clear correlation between pairs of pixel mea-
surements from different locations. In many cases, the
dependency between pixels in different locations can be
well approximated as a linear dependency. However, as
a result of the nonlinear response of the sensor on the
camera, the nonlinear response of the observed materi-
als, and geometric variations in the light sources, we may
often observe nonlinear dependency between different pix-
els, which becomes more marked as the pixels become further
from one another.
Although the nonlinear response of the camera can be cor-
rected in a separate experiment, this correction will not solve
all the nonlinear dependency problems. Indeed, we suggest
and test here higher order approximation of the dependency
between different pixels.
Higher order approximations lead to smaller errors in the
observed set; however, they might lead to higher errors if
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Fig. 12 Pixel pairs used for the non-linear dependency experiment
tested on new observations as a result of overfitting. Here,
we do not consider overfitting issues, because we want only
to illustrate a potential method for coping with certain types
of nonlinearity that may be encountered in practice.
Figure 12 shows pixels that have been paired using the
same circle and ‘x’ symbols as in Fig. 11. In Fig. 13, the
simultaneous measurements from each pair of pixels are
shown, each with a linear and quadratic prediction that
includes the prediction error. The quadratic approximation
is clearly an overfit beyond the sample ranges, but, if we
know the domain of the measurements, then we may prefer
the quadratic prediction to the linear prediction. The predic-
tion errors shown in Fig. 13 are the mean square errors.
Note that we could use the linear approximation, but it
can produce a relatively large prediction error. Whether one
should use higher order approximation depends largely on the
specific problem in the specific scenario one is attempting to
solve. Potential nonlinearities, such as the nonlinear camera
response, should be removed if a high level of accuracy is
crucial.
7.3 Prediction error as a function of pixel choice
The prediction error is clearly dependent on the pixel chosen
as a reference, as some choices produce markedly better pre-
dictions than others. Pixels that do not vary at all or whose
variation is minimal will produce inaccurate predictions. The
aim here is to show empirically that prediction error variabil-
ity depends on which pixel is chosen as the reference for the
prediction. We randomly chose 200 pixels (Fig. 14) from the
image and calculated, for each pixel, the mean square errors
for the linear and quadratic approximations of predicting each
of the other 199 points (Fig. 15).
Because the mean square error changes considerably as a
function of the pixel location, choosing the best pixels from
Fig. 13 Linear and quadratic predictors for pixel pairs
Fig. 14 Randomly chosen pixel locations (200) in the image
which to make the basic measurements is therefore essential
for achieving good predictions. The minimum mean square
error using the linear approximation was 6.6593, and the
error using the quadratic approximation was 2.6932. Obvi-
ously, we can choose different control pixels for predict-
ing different portions of the scene. Such an implementa-
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Fig. 15 Mean square error calculated with linear predictors (left) and with quadratic predictors (right)
tion of the concept discussed in this paper does not increase
the computational power needed for the prediction stage,
but it may considerably improve the performance of the
predictors.
7.4 Linear prediction with several light sources
Next, we validated our assumption about the behavior of
pixel measurements in the presence of several independent
light sources. We assumed that measurements of a pixel in the
presence of several light sources could be approximated by
a linear combination of the powers of those light sources.
Therefore, given N light sources in a scene, each N + 1
measurements from N + 1 different pixels will be linearly
dependent. Moreover, given any N measurements from N dif-
ferent pixels, we can accurately predict the appearance of the
whole scene. The experiment presented here was performed
in a room with two controllable light sources. Figure 16
presents an image of the scene under nine different light
conditions.
After validating our assumptions about pixel behavior, we
tested the dependency between measurements in two differ-
ent locations. Figure 17 shows an image of the scene with
two ‘x’s indicating the pixel locations. The blue dots repre-
sent simultaneous measurements when the two light sources
fluctuate, the red dots are simultaneous measurements when
the first source fluctuates but the second is turned off, and the
green dots signify the case when the first source is turned off
and the second fluctuates.
In the graph, the red and green dots lie approximately on
straight lines, as predicted by the previous experiment, while
the simultaneous measurements made when the two light
sources were fluctuating simultaneously are approximately
linear combination of such two responses.
Fig. 16 Images from the experiment with two independent illumina-
tion sources
A consideration of simultaneous measurements from three
pixels revealed the linear dependency between the measure-
ments and, therefore, the ability to predict the measurements
of the third point based on the first two. Figure 18 shows the
three pixels used for the experiment (blue ‘x’ added to the
previous two). In the three-dimensional graphs accompany-
ing the image in Fig. 18, the blue dots represent simultaneous
measurements from the three pixels. Each axis of the three-
dimensional graphs refers to a different pixel.
The fact that the measurements lie approximately, on a
two-dimensional linear surface suggests that knowing the
measurements of two pixels will enable the prediction of
the third pixel‘s measurements. The behavior on the axis
perpendicular to the surface is the error caused by such a
prediction. Given the measurements of two pixels, we can
indeed in such a case predict the appearance of the whole
scene to great accuracy.
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Fig. 17 Simultaneous measurements from two pixels in the presence of two varying light sources
Fig. 18 Simultaneous measurements from three pixels in the presence of two varying light sources (same graph from different point of view)
Fig. 19 Three randomly chosen pixel locations
Figure 19 shows three randomly chosen pixel locations.
We used the ‘+’ and ‘x’ pixels to predict the measurements of
the ‘o’ pixel. Figures 20 and 21 show the simultaneous mea-
surements of the ‘x’ ‘o’ pair and of the ‘+’ ‘o’ pair (Fig. 20)
and of all three pixels, ‘+’ ‘x’ ‘o’ (Fig. 21). We calculated the
distribution of the prediction error for the prediction based
on the ‘x’ ‘o’ pair relative to that based on the ‘x’ ‘+’ ‘o’
triplet (Fig. 22).
The mean square error for the predictions based on the ‘x’
pixel was 53.6751, that based on the ‘+’ pixel was 107.6481,
and that based on the ‘x’ and ‘+’ pixels together was 6.1905.
In certain cases, for example, for pixels in close proximity to
each other, it is sufficient to construct the predictor based on
single pixel measurements.
Likewise, as a result of errors that are not accounted for
by our model, for instance, extremely noisy measurements
on edges, two-pixel measurements are insufficient in certain
cases. In most cases, however, the measurements from three
pixels will be approximately linearly dependent. Similar to
the outcome for the single measurement source, the inclusion
of nonlinear approximations when making predictions based
on multiple pixels may improve the results considerably.
8 Applications
Modeling a scene appearance accurately despite large varia-
tions in the illumination has many potential applications. The
suggested prediction model of scene appearance is novel and
the suggested scheme is very accurate and very efficient com-
putationally and will therefore promote new applications. In
this section, we explain two such applications briefly to illus-
trate the potential benefit of using the suggested prediction
model.
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Fig. 20 Left Simultaneous measurements of the ‘x’ ‘o’ pixel pair (left) and of the ‘+’ ‘o’ pair (right)
Fig. 21 Simultaneous measurements from three pixels in the presence of two varying light sources (same graph from different point of view)
Fig. 22 Prediction error distribution based on single-pixel (green) and
two-pixel measurements (blue). Note that the raw measurements range
is approximately 150 gray levels (color figure online)
8.1 Foreground background separation in full resolution
In foreground background separation, we want to distin-
guish between changes in pixel measurements caused by the
influence of foreground objects and those that are the result
of illumination changes. In the presence of rapid and sig-
nificant complex illumination changes, the interpretation of
changes in pixel measurements is a challenging task. Under
such circumstances, the measurements of background pix-
els are extremely unstable even in the absence of foreground
objects. Therefore, based on individual pixel measurements
alone, any decision mechanism that addresses the source of
the change can generate misleading information [11]. Current
state-of-the-art techniques for overcoming such difficulties
consider small regions around each point and decide sep-
arately for each small region whether it has been affected
by a foreground object [10,12,13]. However, these tech-
niques essentially reduce image resolution. Here, we suggest
a method for predicting the appearance of the background
based solely on image measurements. Given the background
prediction and the observation, we can easily identify fore-
ground pixels with high probability. The main contribution
of the suggested appearance prediction model is its ability to
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Fig. 23 Samples from the scene used for the change detection experi-
ment
find foreground pixels at full resolution despite the presence
of rapid and significant changes in illumination.
The ability to predict the appearance of a scene enables
us to compensate for light variations. If the prediction is per-
fect and there are no foreground objects or changes in the
background, the compensated image should be exactly zero.
However, as a result of prediction errors, the image will not be
exactly zero, even when there are only illumination changes
in the scene.
Prediction error distribution is a function of both the pixels
chosen to make the prediction and the pixel measurements
predicted. Assuming the pixels chosen to make the prediction
are fixed, we can calculate the empirical distribution of the
errors at each location in the image. Each pixel can be con-
sidered as a detector of changes relative to the background
model. The empirical distributions of prediction errors can
be used to set the detection rate at each pixel. The false alarm
rate is set simultaneously as a function of the detection rate
and of foreground statistical properties. In most cases, we
do not know the statistics of the foreground, and therefore,
we cannot use it to choose the working point of the detector
at each location. However, we can set the false alarm rate
independently of the foreground objects.
The main contribution of the proposed method to the prob-
lem of change detection is that it enables changes that are not
the result of illumination changes to be detected in the back-
ground at the resolution of single pixels, despite rapid and
complex changes in the scene’s illumination, and to do so
independently of the texture of the region in the vicinity of
the pixel.
The images in Fig. 23 represent a set of images taken in the
presence of two independently and uniformly varying light
sources. The aim is to detect foreground pixels with low false
alarm and high detection rates despite the marked changes in
scene appearance shown in the figure.
To decrease the prediction error, we can consider several
independent predictors in the same scene. For each predictor,
there is a region in the scene in which its prediction errors are
Fig. 24 Investigating change detection: five original images (left) and
the foreground segmentation of each (right)
smaller than those of all the other predictors in that region.
The image, therefore, comprises a mosaic of regions of differ-
ent predictors. Figure 24 shows several examples of change
detection under the conditions described above.
8.2 Video compression for static cameras
One of the key ideas in video compression is the assumption
that as the result of the rate of photography there is no large
difference between two subsequent frames. Therefore, the
sequence of frame differences contains much less informa-
tion than the frames themselves. Today, video compression
schemes divide the image into blocks, and one of the major
reductions in the amount of information used to describe each
block is the result of its great similarity to the previous frame.
In many movies, however, as the result of rapid illumi-
nation changes, frame differences can be large despite the
dependency of pixel measurements in the different frames.
The dependency between the different frames is described in
this work as a linear combination of some basis images, and
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using the samples of few pixels we can predict the appearance
of the whole scene. Therefore, if we possess the scene appear-
ance model and the measurement of the necessary pixel, we
can transmit all the information, despite the large variations
in pixel measurements.
Consider, for example, the scene that appears in Fig. 10.
The sequence of differences of frames is very rich and most of
it can be modeled using a single parameter. Instead of send-
ing the frame differences, we suggest sending the difference
of current frame from its prediction. The model is common
to large number of frames, and each frame is described using
a small number of parameters. The difference between the
frame and its prediction contains considerably less informa-
tion than the original frame, if the camera is stable and the
presence of foreground objects is limited. Foreground objects
and camera movements should be modeled using other tech-
niques.
8.3 Comparison to existing foreground detection techniques
The focus of this paper is a model of background appearance
based on spatial prediction. There are many different ways
to use this model in order to construct foreground detection
in illumination varying environments. The foreground detec-
tion algorithm we constructed based on the suggested model
in this paper assumes that the camera is static and there is
finite number of static light sources. We tested the result of
the suggested algorithm on sequences we have created and
on sequences from wide spread databases such as [23,24].
There are many degrees of freedom for implementing the
suggested technique, as explained in Sect. 5, increasing the
number of control points decrease in general the prediction
error as it behaves like least squares solution. In order to
compare the results of the suggested technique and existing
methods, we chose movies in which the technique described
in [19] yield good results, and increase the number of control
points such that the difference between the results will be less
than 1 % for each frame. In practice, there were no movies
in which more than 7 points were necessary in order to yield
such results.
Therefore, we set our aim to create a system that yields
results as good as state-of-the-art techniques. The true con-
tribution of the suggested system is expressed therefore in
different ways:
On Line The suggested foreground detection algorithm
require only past observation in order to construct the model,
in practice we use less than 100 samples in order to construct
the model. In addition, the model can be easily updated while
the system is running in order to take into account gradual
changes in the model itself.
Memory Using online construction of linear estimators
using optimal linear estimators, enable us to construct the
model without the need to collect large number of frames
before creating it and therefore consume minimal amount of
memory in order to construct the model.
Computational time The modeling, updating and detec-
tion stage are all just linear functions of the inputs and inner
products. Therefore, the suggested method is extremely fast,
in our experiments it was around 100 times faster (in the
worst case) than Grimsson Stauffer. Therefore, we were able
to implement it to work in real time.
Accuracy the accuracy is comparable to state-of-the-art
techniques. There are several potential advantages of using
the suggested technique, for example, for cross-validation of
the prediction results as explained in Sect. 5.
9 Conclusions
In this work, we explained the physics behind the vast body
of empirical observations of the low-dimensional structure
of scene appearance as a result of illumination changes. The
key idea to explain this structure is to define a reasonable illu-
mination model. The illumination model we used is based on
the definition of static light source, we assumed that in the
scene there are finite number of such light sources. These
model and assumption are both realistic in many situations
and enable a clear analysis of scene appearance. Based on
this analysis, we suggested a linear prediction scheme that
enables the prediction of the appearance of the whole scene
based on the measurements of few pixels. This prediction
scheme enables us to construct a redundant system of pre-
dictors and therefore to cope with various model mismatches,
such as the presence of foreground objects. The contributions
of the suggested model to two very important potential appli-
cations are explained briefly.
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